Accelerated Freefall Progression
Having completed an AFF training course and first jump (level 1), it is possible to
continue jumping and to gain a licence after a minimum of eighteen jumps. Progression
jumps are as follows.
Two jumps with two instructors demonstrating awareness and control from 12,000 feet
(levels 2 and 3)
Two jumps with one instructor demonstrating turns from 12,000 feet (levels 4 and 5)
Two jumps with one instructor demonstrating back loops, tracking and turns from
12,000 feet (levels 6 and 7)
One solo jump deploying your parachute within ten seconds of exit from 5,000 feet
(level 8)
Nine solo jumps consolidating your skills from 12,000 feet (consolidation jumps)
One qualifying jump from 8,000 feet (consolidation jump)
Breakdown of Costs

Skydive
Headcorn
Training

Headcorn
Parachute Club
Flight only ticket

Training and first jump with two instructors (level 1)

£260

£135

£395

Jumps with two instructors (levels 2 and 3)

£130

£135

£265

Repeating a jump with two instructors

£ 50

£135

£185

Jumps with one instructor (levels 4 to 7)

£ 60

£ 90

£150

Repeating a jump with one instructor

£ 30

£ 90

£120

Solo jumps

£5

£ 45

£ 50

Full BPA membership (mandatory before second jump)

£90

Altimeter (can be loaned for the first few jumps)

£120

Log Book

£10

The actual cost of training will depend on your ability. The progression system detailed
above is the minimum. We cannot move you from one stage to the next until you have
demonstrated the required skills. The average person qualifies in 21 jumps.

Package Deal for Levels 2 to 8
If, having completed your first jump (level 1), you pay £1,180 for the next seven levels,
we will include the cost of BPA membership, log book and altimeter, thereby saving
you £220.

Cost of Qualifying for a BPA ‘A’ Licence
Assuming you qualify in the minimum number of jumps, the total cost will be £2075.

Total

